
BOHEMIA DESIGN MARKET pushes the limits of Czech designers and 
combines the unique people and projects. 

Discover and enjoy the original Czech design ! 

Bohemia Design Market is a new selection platform that supports Czech designers 
and talented creators, both in the Czech Republic and abroad. It offers its customers 
a detailed profile of designers together with their precise and functional products, 
several forms of payment, prices in three global currencies and worldwide delivery. 

"Our goal is to simplify the access to unique design treasures to all people who love 
originality and who are happy to support a good deed. Through the Bohemia Design 
Market project we would like not only to push the boundaries of possibilities and to 
present qualitatively the beautiful creations arising in our country, but also to sustain 
the Czech non-profit organizations that also deserve our attention and support. We 
believe that connecting unique people and projects can result in more interesting and 
beautiful objects and situations, therefore Bohemia Design Market also enables the 
personal delivery of orders and organizing markets, where the Czech designers and 
creators can meet with their foreign colleagues and establish new possibilities for 
cooperation on international level," says Kateřina Lukášová, the BDM founder. 

Website bohemia-design-market.com brings a broad and comprehensive offer in the 
following sections: Decoration, Jewelry and Accessories, Fashion and Footwear, Arts, 
Health and Beauty, Paper and Packaging, For children, For pets, and Delicacies. 

Customers can discover and simply order the creation of Czech designers who work 
with love, passion, care and respect for the craft. 

BOHEMIA DESIGN MARKET in world capitals 

The aim of Bohemia Design Market is not only to offer the Czech design on the 
Czech market, but to move its reputation and fame further abroad. 

Bohemia Design Market brings a whole new concept of organizing Markets of Czech 
designers in prestigious venues in major cities throughout the world. 

With the support of the Czech Centre we managed to bring the work of Czech 
designers to Budapest for the first Bohemia Design Market held in the exclusive 
premises of the Museum of Applied Arts. 

Before the end of this year, on 12th and 13th December 2015, Bohemia Design 
Market will present their project and the Czech designers in Katowice on Silesia 

https://cs.bohemia-design-market.com/


Bazaar. In the years to come, Bohemia Design Market is going to present itself in 
other locations around the world. Bohemia Design Market will take place in the spring 
also in Prague, where it will introduce foreign designers in addition to the Czech 
ones. That is why there is a lot to look forward to! 

Open the symbolic door of Czech design abroad together with us, and take a look at 
our legendary first Bohemia Design Market in Budapest: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kF5MeJHVFgQ  

  

BOHEMIA DESIGN MARKET – Kateřina Lukášová, the project author 

When I was fifteen, I left a small village in the foothills of the czech mountains 
desiring to change my life and to become independent. As early as at the age of 
thirteen, I discovered that it would not be as easy as I thought. That was the time 
when I started to make ends meet by making wooden beads and collecting cherries. 
In the course of my studies, I sold ice cream, worked as a waitress, cleaned the 
locker rooms and the common areas in a factory. 

After finishing the secondary pedagogical school in Litomyšl, I went abroad, where I 
continued to study, and I worked to be able to pay the school costs. 

After 6 years away from my homeland, and work experience in various fields, 
downfalls and deserved successes, I decided to follow my dreams and mission which 
consists, inter alia, in giving people faith, support and the strength to step out of their 
comfort zone, in order for them to be able to follow their dreams and visions just as I 
did. From my experience I know that if one really tries humbly but confidently, and 
does everything to be happy, one is able to break through, even without the support 
of their loved ones and with no financial background. 

It is necessary to create projects that are original and that can help people. One of 
them is Bohemia Design Market, by which I promote the absolute uniqueness and 
quality of the Czech design in both the Czech Republic and abroad. I want to create 
more opportunities, to combine unique people and projects, to open the door for our 
amazing creation to get to the whole world and to promote the Czech non-profit 
organizations at the same time. 

"It's nice to enjoy the uniqueness, quality and joy of the people around us. czech 
design products, often like the people around us are full of unique qualities, joy, 
beauty and resourcefulness. So let us be proud of the wonderful work that is created 
in the Czech Republic and collaborate on what truly deserves to be supported."  

Sincerely, Katerina Lukášová, founder of Bohemia Design Market. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kF5MeJHVFgQ
http://en.bohemia-design-market.com/


You can watch the news on social networks: 

www.facebook.com/bohemiadesignmarket  

www.instagram.com/bohemiadesignmarket   

www.twitter.com/BohemiaDesignM    

www.pinterest.com/BDesignMarket  

www.youtube.com/c/BohemiaDesignMarket1  

    www.google.com/+BohemiaDesignMarket1  
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